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TRANSLATION

SUBJECT: &Man HARTINTUK, gradnet• °bevies' engineer, acre living in Vienna, Austria

SIR a Cr INFOFC4ATIONs APCAPELE,

DATE OF INPOMATION: 30 May 1956

,r
KART/MK was bornyin 1916 in Lvov. Hie father's name is Hrihory and his

mother's name is WWI, His father came from the village of Kuti, Zolorhivskiy
porn, Ternopol oblast, and was a gymnasium German language teacher. He taught
German in a school in Lvov located on Iva Sapihistr. No. 43 and also at a private
seminary operated by Basilian nuns where he taught both in the gyvhasium add the
teacher's seminary.

The HARTINYUK family had its own private hone on Zamarstiniveklystr. No. 53
(?), Lvov, The entire family consisted of the followings Father Hrihory, mother
Hari?, sister Olge who married the mechanical engineer (fnu)YRAITARIVSKIT, sister
Anna end MOAK.

Hohdan eanpleted grade school (People's school named URINCHENIO) in Lvov and
in 1925 he enrolled in the gynemeium Iva Sapihi No. 43 where his father taught
German. He wss one of the brightest students in his class and each year his marks
showed him to be "outstanding". His best subjects were chemistry and the German
language. He had an ununual talent for chemistry and his Germ was excellent
because of his father. His father Was very much concerned about Malden's behavior
sines Behdan Ma3 very indapdndent in his ways, was very active and liked to play
tricks on °there and carry on like a modern "R.>ek and R3110 fanatic. Many other
students complained to Hohdan's father about hie behavior. To keep him in line'
his father often forbid him to leave the house after school hours, and withdrew
his allowance. All this did nibt atop Pohdan.

In 1930 Dohden joined the OUN Youth crganitation which prepared the young for
later memberahip in the GUN. In 1928 Bohdan joined the organisation "Pleat" width
was then under the influence of the Ukrainian Nationalists and specifically or- .
ganieed by the UVO (Ukrainian Military Organization.).

In connection with the Polish celebration of its Constitution on 3 May, the
4th class of the gymnamium which Within attended engaged in a mass anti-Polish
demonstration and one of the teachers who was to have delivered a speech was
showered with rotten eggs. Stink boabs were thrown, etc. Ac a result of this

Included in this dismissal were OleksandeK'HATLA, LamysAC KORDUBA, Tar - TSALTUK,
demonstration, the school authorities dismieced.or expetpd the entire 4th class.

Bohdan and others. This ended their schooling in Polish run school. In 1930 the
Polish police in Lvov and other Western Ukrainian areas arrested many young students
for demonstrations as a result of Whieh they too were forbidden to attend school. •

I MetropolitanNAndriy SPTITSKII, taking advantage of an agreement between the -
In order to . provideigeilities fur a higher education for these expelled students,

kovertimont and the Vatican which provided for the establishment of private
Catholic schools in Poland, founded, in the fall of 1931, the "Greek Catholic minor
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Seminary" in Lvov 6n Sikstuskiy Str. No. 39 uftieh also included dormitories. The
first enrollment amounted to 350 students, mostly those expelled from state schools.
There were malNy also who had been released free Polish prisons. In thef7e..1 of
1930 Haden MARTINYUK also enrolled in this school, J.lcnc with his frin064, Oleic-
saner MIA, Daman ECMDUBA, Taros HUTSAIYUK, 'Iasi .	 ICA (who came from
Ternopol) and KikhailOKORZHAN and others.

.Although the Polish authorities were unhappy with the founding of the school
-- (since they wanted to denyell . anti-.Polish residents an education), there was

nothing they could do because of the agreement with Rome. Even though the school ..._
was a boneide secondary school, one draw back of attending it was that oven after
passing a comprehensive examination, necessary for college matriculation, no
Polish University would accept its graduates. Theonly college the graduates of
this school could go to was the Hohoslovsidy Akademv in Imov or to a college -
abroad where their credits wore recIgnised and accepted. However, there was one
way a graduate of the Seminary could be admitted to &Polish University ....if •
student was judged to be only a einv offender against the Polish regime and had
not served a prioon sentence, he mid take a special school examination given by
the Polish school authorities, which, if he passed, he received a special diploma
which then permitted him to enroll in a college. The catch was, though, that the
examination was quite difficult so that only the most outstanding students ever
passed it. Sehden did (pass) and enrolled in the Lvov Folytechnical Institute
to major in chemistry. This was in 1934.

During his entire pre-college days (from 1930-1933) Bohdan belonged to the
youth group of the OUR where he was assigned to Section 2 - the intelligence
section of the OUR Youth group. As early . as this period, Bahian showed signs
of being a good sleuth. Knowing the German lansage as well an be knew Ukrainian,
he would order German books on intelligence from Dansig and 7.ermany (there were
few books in Polish on the subject) which he studied fervently. Onscoeld may
about him then that he was • born "rosviddiik" who learned his trade from German
source,. He was so obsessed with 'learning all he could about intelligence that
as an amateur in tho business he would often frequent areas of Lvov inhabited by
criminal elements in order to observe and learn their* ways and even to conduct'
private investigation. In short, he acted like a privets detective. It must be.

• admitted that he did have quite a bit of success in these ventures at that timer.
It is very possible that the Polish police became interested in EOM= during this
period (1934-35). More about this later.

When in 1934, following the PIMA= affair, the entire CURecutive body

mi
plahwas arreoted by the Polish polic (those arrests() included !..	 Lgiu, Yaroalav

SRO, BehdaztyPIDHAINIY, I,.van,	 , HikoleiLEBED, Kiko1i, ,KENIINSH, Volodir
YANIV and others).s). Dr. Lev/MET received orders to establish a new Kral Executive/
OUR. This was not an. easy task for qualified people were rare and those who were
considered for the positions were well known to tks Police and under eurvoillance..
After much delay and deliberation, a new Executive was formed which consisted of
the following,

k	 Deputy'KRUM .•	 Chief of KE and bead of the Youth
Dr. Let. REBEf - head of the Krai Executive/DUN.
Ni 
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I.Olekse RAS1N referent for sref (wirikorir) affair.	 1
HikoWKOS — referent for combat (beeewli)
Vasil/RIVAK Propaganda and Ideological referent 	 r--
MkhiaitaKORZHAN — Organizational referent 	 -

• •IttliyedrdiDARLE - technical—propaganda referent
. Sofian2DIS=OVICH — referent for female members' affairs

Teros3aC7STARLIR■041 Youth activities referent
Bohdan EARTEPIUK referent Lot intelligence 	 ,

Sines Dr. LeIr RFSET and Olekaa BASIN were under constant surveillance and
therefore rarely came to Lvov frost aril whore they lived, contact with than
was maintained by BMUS, KORMAN and EIVAK while the rest of the a rewired in •
Lvov doing their assigned work for the OUR.

%emu, of the lesson learned from the arrest of the original Executive,
it was decided that the intelligence referent of the Nisi Executive, Bohdan

• MARTINTUK, would not participate in meotinfe of the Paecutive but instead would
discuss bueiness with eanh member individually. Thle decision was bseed on the
fact that Gia*ASIKOVSKTf, intelligence referent for the original &gentles
headed by Stepan RANDEtA, when arrested by the Polish police, brok and revealed
all the secrets of the KE and led to the arrest of other rE members. In other
words, he knrw too much. Thus to avoid a repetition of this, Dohdan did not
take pert in KS meetings. Mostly, he met the following on an individual basil's
BMW, K03 and KORMAN. In this way, many members of the ix did not know who
was the intelligence referent although certainly they coed easily guess. It
should be pointed out that Bohdan himself auggosted to REr the system of com-
partmentation for security reasons.

• ••
The new a began its activities at a very difficult time. The arrest of

DANDEZA et al of the original a and other members of the GUN had every depressive
and n..lative effect on the general GUN mmehership. The Poliah security polies
and other Folinh government officials announced via press and radio that finally

• they managed to liquidate all remnants of the CON in Galicia. Well, not only did
the Poles believe this but also many Ukrainians as well. Ukrainian underground
literature ceased to be printed, leaflets were no.longer distributed and even
literature from abroad no Leiser arrived (foreign underground literature such as
°Reconstruction of • Natien o (Rozbudova Natoli), '..11rainian ThourH:(Ukraineka

' Darka), Surma and others. Thus for a long time, the CUN was very inactive. This
was quite understandable for everything had to be started from scratch. New
yrsoces had to be procured, typewriters purchased and literature imported from
Rumania, Czechoslovakia and Germany. The new Kral Executive had its problems.
For example the New a attemptedsto contact CUP leaders in each of the 10 oblasts
of the Western Ukraine and it woe found that zany OVN members decided not to
subordinate themselves to the new abut instead to tie in witb the PUN located
abroad. This new element was headed by Oaip KOPACH, a person suspected of being
a collaborator of the Polish politicaalrlyolice. KOPACH managed to recruit many

lr
OUN people to his side including Maria:141p	

th	
Sucya

KOVALTUK, Stephanie/WOROZ (wife of I sla	 Z) and many others. This new
group affirmed that it managed to contact P abroad and received from PUN
instruotions to establish • Kral Executive. Of course, this was not true for •

0.1111MW
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Dr. Lerma,i4o actually was in contact with the PUN, had information to the
contrary. AnntEMIKSKIT, representative of POI who arrived illegally in Lvov
in 1934 from Prague, also asoured all concerned that PUNdd not delegate any
authority to KOPACH, Hari* KOVALTUK or to any others for the creation of an
Exeoutive body. It was quite obvious that what KOPACH was doing wee a provocation.
The following deductions were drawn showing that be was a Polish agent:

a) The Polish pollee knew, even with the arrest of BANDERA and other
members of the KU, that the CUR was still functioning.

b) The Polish polite knew that ties with the PUN were broken and that it
would be difficult to renew then.

e) The Polish polies instructed its agent KOTACH to create a new KB in
order to put the finger on other OUN numbers and in this way liquidate them.

d) In order to make KOPACH I s activities look legitimate he was instructed
to affiliate himself with bonafide CUN members such as Maria KCWALTUK, Much silo
DlaTEFIO, etc.

In any case, Bohdan)turrnum was ordered by the IX to investigate KOPACH
and his connection., vith the Polish police and to determine all contacts maintained
by the KOPACH group and its net throughout the Western Ukraine. He was to report
his findings to Hikola KOS. Bohdan began this by assigning three of his people
to join the MACH group who then reported doily activity to Bohlen. In two
monthe after undertaking this assignment, Bohdan Bs:knitted his findings to Hikola
KOS in Which he reported the following:

with commissar of police (DmITI (i 	 Ukrainian)	 lived) HRN	 renegade	 an) who
a) Osip&OPACH actually was in coot? with the Polish Political police and

especially 
on Datory ,tr. Ho. 23.

bi Maria ICU= and Mikhail° OUT= were dupes of KDPACH andcLd not
know he maintained contact with the Polish police.

Osip KOPACH had succeeded in taking over a large percentage of the OUN
membership, especially in and around Lvov.

•	 •
In the latter part of Hay or early June 1934 the KB (legitimate one) held I

meeting in Lvov with the following members attending: MOIA BIHUN, Hikola
Vasil RIVAK, Tulian BCNDARUK, Sofia HOISEIOVICH and Mikhail° KORMAN. At this
meeting Bohdan MARTI/MU/Vs report was presented and it was decided to instruct
Haria'KOVALTUK and Mikhail* enrremo to serer relationship with KOPACH and to
subordinate themselves to the real KB along with their followers. It was further
decided (by secret ballot) that KOPACH was to be liquidated for being a Polish .
agent. Regarding KOVALYUK and 1111TERKO, it was agreed that in the event those
two rejected the EE decision they too were to be sentenced to death by the CUM.
Mike's KOS was delegated to transmit the re instructions to DNITE/K0 and KOVAITUR.

41111.1a
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Approximately a week after this session of the rs KOS reported that he had
spoken with Diarawo and KOVALTUK at whiCh time he informed them of the ICE
decision. Revertheleso, they both rejected the KB offer and refUsed to break
with &MACH. In view of thie refusal, their liquidation was the next move.

The liquidation was to be carried out hvBohden EART1NTUK who was assigned
three goons for the job by Hikola KOS. One of thn goons, one Mikhail* GERETA

. of Bereshan, happened to run into KOPACH and Karla KOVAITUK on the street in Lvov
and shot them both. •Several weeks after this, goon Andriy KACHOR net Mikhailo
MaraK0 on the street and shot him. In a very short while after those shootings,
all members of the OOK subordinated themselves to tie KB. MAR/1/MM work was • %
well done and no one was arrested a* a result of it. Hewever, am ulna]. in this
sort of thing, this event had its weak link.' Goon MikhallOC;RETA, while reporting
to HARTMITUK after the shooting„accidentally shot himself in the foot. The..
wound was so severe that an operation was called for immediately. Since it was
too risky to send him to the hospital, it was decided to care for him privately.
Hikhailo KOMHAM, who maintained contact with Dr. FfarlatACCHIVCIN, was requested
to solicit her aid in performing the operation on CEREr . PANCHISHIF performed
the operation and then ordered GERM to bed for covet-al menthe. marnrcus then
transported GMETA to a safehonse to recuperate. I should like to point out here
that Bohdan MARTI:MK, as chief of intelligence, as well as a student at the Lvov
Pulytechnical Institute, Was Instructed to procure potaesium of cyanide for his
goons who wore ordered to take the stuff if caught by the polite. wawa
obtained the potassium and had tried it out on several dogs with excellent results.

•

Approximately three weeks aft ;: GMETA accidentally shot himself, HARTD:Trit
informed KOS that it was necee.nery to find a new g atehouse for CERErA. A new house
was located and HARTINTUK undertook the transfer of META. Several weeks after -
moving into the new house the Polish police arrived and arrested GERM. At the
first opportunity he had,.CERErA swallowed HAM:NM I ' potassium concoction
but failed to die as expected. He was take, to • prison in Lvov where ha remained

IT
	 police.three men s and hwere he gave • Dal confesoion to the lice. Then he died.

Rev. (feu) LIADOChN, prison chaplin, affirmed that CEUTA turned completely
black bef e his death. It is not kaown what all he told. the Polish police.

It is not known whether Bohdan HART'INTUIC was inetrunental in META'. arrest
(that he helped the police). However, the fact remains that his potassium of
cyanide did not kill CERErA although it should have within several minutes.

Following this event, many were suspicious of Bohdan MAIrrIKTUK oven thoughproof of hie guilt was lacking. In any case, on instruction, of Yikola BIHUN,
all contacts with Bohdan HARTIMIK wore ordered to cease.

In 1936, approximately two years after the above episode, all members of
KE were arrested except fuliyan BCGDARICK, Sofia lIOIMOVICH, Bohdan MAHTIFITUK
and Hikole BDRIN. Those arrested were sentenced to from 12 to 15 years. 'During
the investigation, inquiries were made about the death of KOPACH, KOVALIUK and
=TERM Since there was no proof that these members of the KZ participated
in these deaths' no charges were made in this respect.

".
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Bohdan merrmaux continued his studies at the Polytechnies/ Institute and
shortly before the Bolshevik occupation of the Western Ukraine received his
diploma as cheaical engineer.

.	 During the first Bolshevik occupation of the Western Ukraine, Bohdan Hamm
remained in Lvov where he worked in mom chemical plant.

%hen in 1944 the Bolsheviks again approached Lvov, Bohdan PARTINTUK departed
for Vienna Where in Hay 1945 the Boleheviko again caught up with him. Hs
immediately registered himself as a Polish citizen and received a Polish pasport.
He smite contact with the USIA (Director of Soviet Property in Austria) and obtained
• position in an oil refinery in Vienna or near Vienna.

I first learned of his presence in Vienna in 1946 from his brother-in-law
Engineer (Thu) RAITARIVaIT who lived with his wife and children in the village of
Zell as Zee near Salzburg. RAITASIVSFIT oftemviaited Vienna where he met with.
Bohdan. I am not certain but I think RAITAHIVSKIT in now either in the USA or •
Canada.

In early 1947 I met NAI2A1IVIC17 in Salzburg in the DP ramp "Lecheinfeld"
and he told no then that he case to Salzburg to see Bohden WARTIITTUK who was
supposed to meet him there. That same day Bohdan KAFZIPTUE arrived on schedule in
an auto drive= by an unknown chauffer in civilian clothes.

I met him in front of the "Ukrainian Aid Committee" office and after amenities,
asked him where he lived, where he worked, etc. Bohdan immediately warned me not
to talk with him too long for he was accompanied by a chaureur. He said, "The
chauffeur is an officer of the NHCB in Vienna". Cearing this, I turned and saw
the chauffeur standing nearby. Naturally, I thought of getting out of there an
soon as possible. Finally, I usid to Bohdan M., "%Man, go into the Committee
office. There are two exits from the place. Here in your chanco to get lost."
Hs answered, "You at bo craw. Do you wnet me to give up ny wonderful situatioh?
I am not afraid of the Bolsheviks. I have no butter on my hoed is you (moaning
I'm not on the wanted list) and other emigrants have. Ilarthermore, I am a Polish
citizen and the Bolsheviks have no jurisdiction over me. I only work for them in
their factory as • specialist. Thank you for your advice but I won't take advantage
of it. Coed der." In parting, I said to hia, "Bohdan, perhaps you have more
butter an your head than I do. Nevertheless, you are a grown man and know what
is best for you. I only wanted to help you."

After I left him I noticed that he had a long conversation with his brother-
in-law RAITARIVSKII. I never discussed Bohdan with RATTARIVSMIT following this
meeting with Bohan.

This is as such as I krunf about Bohdan MARTINIUK.

Comments:

There is no doubt in my mind that when Bohdan N. chose to remain in Vienna
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and obtained his position via the USIA, the Bolsheviks knew all there was to
know about him. They must certainly have known his oua past and of his position in
the 10E as intelligence rofcrent. If they knew all this, than they Must have had
a pretty good reason to keep him in his present post.

In wr opinion, Bohdan M. wan either a Bolshevik agent in Lvov during the
first Bolshevik occuration of the Western Ckraine vhere he helped carry out
anti-nationalist liquidation and remained to spy on the Germs:" after the
Bolsheviks loft, or the Ibleheviks recruited him in Vienna to work against the
Austrians (he knows German perfectly) and the Ukrainians. His Polish citizenship,
was only cover for conepiritorial work.

•
As an experienced intelligence operative, Bohdan did not blow his cover in

Vienna under the Bolsheviks. Nowhere is he tarva about • nothing about bin has .
ever been said by the 55,. by the Ukrainians in Austrieor im Germany. Perhaps
he only guided the work of others and himself remained in thebackgeound. If 	.
this theory la morrect, then it must be ansumed thxt he was left behind in Vienna
by the Bolsheviks to wry on his work. It would be interesting to look him up
and find out what he is doing. I plan to do just this on mr forthcoming trip to
Austria. .

A brief description of ItARTINTUIC is as follawst

Age —
Height — in 65 co.
Heisht — HO kilos
Uell built, stout, blond; blue *yen round fact; thin nose; thick lips; phlegmatic

hands.
He likes to smoke and drink; likes sports.
Knows the folloaing language's Ukrainian German, Polish and Aussian. He also

studied the following languages: English French and Italian.
He is a born intelligence operative. intelligence is the love of his life and

because of this, it matters not what IS he works for. To work in intelligence
I. his main goal in life. He is intelligent and a careerist.

I know nothing about his marital status but I assume he is married.


